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Elation SixPar Color Changers Help Create Visual Magic at Foresta Lumina in 
Quebec 
 
Elation Professional’s new SixPar LED multi-chip PAR color changers are being used to color several areas 
of Foresta Lumina, an illuminated night trail through the forest in Parc de la Gorge de Coaticook, a top 
tourist attraction near Quebec, Canada.  
 

   
 
Wanting to attract a larger and more diverse group of evening visitors, the park commissioned media 
and entertainment studio Moment Factory to create a multimedia experience in the natural forest 
setting. Moment Factory’s creative team took inspiration from the legendary characters found in folk 
tales from Quebec and around the world. After dark, visitors explore the park’s charms at their own 
pace, experiencing a scenography featuring lighting effects and video mapping accompanied by an 
original soundtrack. All along the 2 km “garden of wishes” trail visitors meet fascinating beings that lead 
them into a fully immersive adventure. 
 
A multimedia experience in the forest  
Using the forest as the canvas for the experience, Moment Factory created custom elements for each of 
the trail’s zones: backlit metal panels inscribed with descriptions of the main characters, lighting 
designed to suggest the presence of fairies in the forest, a transparent screen used for a subtle 
projection in a clearing, video mapping that brings a dead tree back to life, and more.  



 
 

 
Justin Gauthier of distribution company Intellimix worked with Moment Factory to get the right product 
presented for the project and after a side by side demo against other units the client chose the outdoor-
rated Elation SixPar 100IP PAR color changer. Some 43 SixPar 100IP fixtures are used throughout the 
different zones, each fixture housing seven 12W 6-color LED multi-chips for an expanded palette of 
colors, including ambers, true whites and even ultraviolet, and a brightness that really radiates in the 
completely dark setting. The SixPar 100IP is just one luminaire in a series of rugged indoor and outdoor 
SixPar fixtures that feature 7, 12 or 18 x 12-watt LEDs.   
 
The lighting required for the Foresta Lumina experience needed to be solid and reliable for use summer 
after summer as the installation is due to operate from July-October for the next seven years. The 
creative team worked to conceal the lighting fixtures, even in daylight hours, ensuring that visitors 
would see and hear nothing but lighting and video magic, and were also careful not to obstruct the 
growth of the trees.  
 
Get a taste of the Foresta Lumina project at https://vimeo.com/101640237 
  
43 x Elation SixPar 100IP 
5 x Elation Cyber Pak dimmer/power packs 
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About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
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Elation Professional US 
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Los Angeles, CA 90040 
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Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
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